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Cycle gadget returns in Christmas follow up show 
 

 

WHAT: Cycling tool Rehook will be featuring on Dragons’ Den: Pitches to Riches? this Christmas Eve at 

8pm on BBC Two. Rehook, a cycling tool designed to get your chain back on your bike, caused a 

bidding war when it was pitched on Dragons’ Den earlier this year. This Christmas Eve the cycling 

tool will return to our screens as part of the Dragons’ Den follow up show which gives a glimpse 

into what happens to companies after leaving the Den. 

 

The story focuses on owner Wayne Taylor and his family reuniting with investor Deborah Meaden, 

as Rehook first goes onto the shelves at the national cycling retailer; Halfords. With Deborah’s help, 

Halfords have now rolled out the ingeniously simple cycling tool to 350 stores across the UK. 

 

  Rehook impressed the Dragons back in September and Wayne was offered investment by all 5 of 

the business giants, making Rehook one of very few companies that have received offers from all 

five Dragons in the Den since the show began. 

 

  Since the leaving the Den the company has begun securing distribution deals across the world and 

has been working on new products ready to release in 2020.  

 

 

Notes to Editors 

 

WHEN: Christmas eve Tuesday 24th December 2019 at 8pm 

WHERE: BBC Two  

 

IMAGES:  http://images.rehook.bike 

VIDEOS:  http://watch.rehook.bike  

 

The tool, which makes a perfect gift for a hard to buy cyclist is currently available from the 

company's website www.rehook.bike and now, your local Halfords store. 

 

 

BACKGROUND: Rehook was developed by Norwich based Managing Director, Wayne Taylor. He built the business 

with help from his wife Anna Taylor-Maughan in their spare time.  

 

The idea for the product came after Wayne dropped a chain, and arrived late for a meeting, with oil 

stained hands and a soiled shirt. There was no effective solution on the market, so Rehook was 

developed. 

 

Wayne pitched Rehook, on episode 4 series 17 of Dragons Den in September 2019 and walked 

away with a £50,000 investment from Deborah Meden. 

http://www.rehook.bike/
http://images.rehook.bike/
http://watch.rehook.bike/
http://www.rehook.bike/


 

 

PRODUCT INFO:  Rehook is the original tool to get your chain back on your bike – without the mess. Its unique 

patented design keeps oil and dirt away from your hands and clothes. It can get into small gaps 

that fingers can’t reach and makes a multitude of chain related tasks and jams much simpler to 

resolve. Helping to keep frames free from scratches and abrasion and mech’s clear of debris. 

 

The perfect addition to your cycle tool kit. Lightweight and easy to use with no mess. Ideal for 

dropped chains, maintenance and when changing a tyre.  

 

Its adjustable high-grip silicon strap attaches to your bike frame so it is immediately accessible, 

and you can bounce over rocks and curbs with Rehook firmly in place – no rummaging through 

pockets or panniers. 

 


